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If you've arrived at a stage in your creative life where you're ready to do more with your computer,

it's time to learn how to combine its power with new advances in computer-aided design (CAD) and

fabrication to make something awesome--in three dimensions! The free suite of Autodesk 123D

software offers all the tools you need to capture or design three-dimensional objects and characters.

This book tells you how to harness that power to print or fabricate just about anything you can

imagine. Want to make something mechanical or structural that's based on precise measurements?

123D Design can help! Ready to create something cool based on a character, an organic shape, or

something found in nature? 123D Catch, 123D Meshmixer, and 123D Sculpt+ will assist. Learn how

to use these tools, plus 123D Make--perfect for prototyping designs you'll cut with a CNC mill--to

take your creativity to a new level.An ideal book for Makers, hobbyists, students, artists, and

designers (including beginners!), this book opens up the inexpensive world of personal fabrication to

everyone.In 3D CAD with Autodesk 123D, youâ€™ll:Meet the classic "Stanford bunny" and learn to

modify it with MeshmixerScan and 3D print anything around youDesign your own 3D-printed

guitarFind models in the Sculpt+ community and make a skeleton!Build a birdhouse, prototype a

playground, or create a statueLearn everything from basics to troubleshooting skillsGet started

making right away
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What is the best application for 123D?   It&#039;s best for designing things that fit inside your

houseÃ¢Â€Â”but not necessarily the house itself. It covers everything from using your phone to

capture the world around you in printable 3D files to an easy-to-use 3D sculpting tool that can have

you creating fantastical characters in minutes. It includes a solid basic modeling tool that teaches

the foundation of all 3D design but is powerful enough to have made some successfully

crowd-funded objects. The interface of these programs is built for the new learner, the person with

passion who does not yet have the experience or the bank account to use a more complex software

package. 123D keeps it simple, and in that simplicity you can make some extremely fun and

beautiful objects.   What&#039;s the most exciting thing in the 3D design world?   There are a slew

of great at-home 3D printers and 3D carvers on the market and they just keep getting better and

more cost-effective all the time. So now you can literally think of an idea, design it, and make it in

your own home or Makerspace within hours. This empowers people to create the objects in their life

as opposed to purchasing something that may not be what they had hoped for. It also allows them

to customize things to better suit their needs. And for young learners, there is nothing more powerful

than being able to see your creations come alive. The understanding that happens when you go

from inception to creation is something that cannot be taught in a classroom.       Keep Calm +

Design On       Start today! Don&#039;t let a blank screen slow you down, borrow a design from

123dapp and start designing right now.     Be patient with yourself. It takes a lot to think in 3D; from

a young age, we all learn everything in 2DÃ¢Â€Â”reading, writing, and drawing. It may take some

time to get your head around 3D. That&#039;s OK. Keep calm and design on.     If you don&#039;t

have a printer, use a service bureau like 3D Hubs or Shapeways to print your parts.     Be a part of

the community. Share your designs and give feedback on other people&#039;s designs. We can

help each other grow together.
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